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Highlights
• Scalable RING 

monitoring

• Based on secure 
Elastic Cloud

• Proactive alarms 
based on metrics

• Capacity planning

• Customizable 
dashboards

Scality Cloud Monitor transforms business with turnkey 24/7 
monitoring of your Scality RING file and object storage platform. 
It delivers always-on availability for petabyte-scale RING cloud 
storage deployments, providing remote alerting, capacity 
planning and intuitive dashboard reporting at the touch of a 
button.

Cloud Monitor is a monitoring, alarming and capacity planning portal 
solution for Scality RING file and object storage and its components. 
It provides customers and Scality Technical Services visibility 
into the status, operations, performance and health of deployed 
RING instances through customizable dashboards presenting key 
performance indicators.

Scality Cloud Monitor helps eliminate downtime

Scality makes downtime a thing of the past, helping businesses get the most from their Scality RING storage 
environments. It remotely monitors real-time customer environments by collecting telemetry data and compiling 
analytics to ensure that storage systems stay optimized. Scality tracks how the storage environment is performing so 
you can plan for success.



Scality Cloud Monitor

Secure and trusted monitoring solution

Cloud Monitor leverages the trusted Elastic Cloud Enterprise (ECE) solution to store and analyze events and metrics 
from RING. ECE is hosted on an underlying AWS platform and provides documented security and compliance  
best practices. 

The solution is strengthened by the use of secure SSL encrypted, “push-mode” transmission of metrics through 
RESTful web APIs, eliminating the need for connections from cloud to RING. The collected metrics are stored in ECE 
using AWS key-based authentication and access control policies that limit access to only select authorized users. 

Real-time monitoring for actionable assessments

Comprehensive dashboards with dozens of useful diagnostic metrics provide intuitive and user-friendly visualizations 
of events. Cloud monitor triggers alarms to notify when fault and incident detection and system health checks expose 
potential anomalies. These configurable alarms help proactively alert on issues to keep RING operating optimally.

CLOUD MONITOR 
FEATURE DETAILS STANDARD SCALE CARE 

SERVICES

Scalable cloud 
monitoring

Based on the powerful Elastic Cloud 
Enterprise (ECE) hosted on AWS

Remote monitoring 
of diagnostic 

metrics

Information that helps anticipate and avert storage anomalies, 
plus maintain peak performance. Metrics being tracked 

include: load, CPU usage, memory usage, components’ status 
(connectors, nodes, and disks), latency of disks and nodes

24x7 remote 
monitoring

Enables real-time and contextual view of system capabilities, 
performance and health across geographies

Configurable 
alarms

Alarms are triggered in case of abnormal events and changes in 
objects behavior on disk storage capacity, global RING capabilities, 
global RING configurations, metrics collection. An alarm is raised 
when a predefined threshold is reached by any of those metrics

Notifications Can set and configure alarms via the method of 
your choice, including email, webhook, Slack

Capacity planning Monitor current capacity so you can plan for 
growth based on projected needs

Customizable 
dashboards

Intuitive interface with graphical presentation 
of system capabilities, performance and health 

parameters (overview and/or in-depth reporting)

Secure metrics 
transmission SSL-based push-mode metrics over web APIs

Secure metrics 
retention

1 year retention, stored securely in ECE Cloud using 
AWS authentication and access control

Availability 
assurance (SLA)

Guaranteed 100% RING service availability for 
Enterprise Scale Care level and above

Monitoring levels Monitoring of RING and its components including 
disks, nodes, biziods, buckets and connectors
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Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn. Visit www.scality.com, or subscribe to our blog. 
San Francisco. Paris. Washington, D.C. Tokyo. London.
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Elastic Cloud security overview
Scality Cloud Monitor (SCM) is based on Elastic Cloud Enterprise (ECE), a managed service hosted in AWS 
(Amazon Web Service).

For detailed information on ECE and AWS security and compliance, see the links below:

• ECE security practices

• ECE compliance practices

• AWS security practices

• AWS compliance practices

Communication between Scality RING and SCM

Data transmitted between Scality RING and Elastic Cloud’s platform is encrypted via Secure Socket Layer (SSL).  
Data is sent in “push-only mode“ through WEB API calls. No connection is established from Elastic Cloud into  
Scality solutions.

Data collection and push

Data is collected from the ElasticSearch hosts deployed on Scality storage servers via a python script (shalod daemon):

1. The list of available ElasticSearch hosts is first queried by shalod

2. A request is run on the retrieved host list

3. key:value metrics are retrieved and aggregated

4. shalod connects to https://metrics-api.scality.com and pushes the metrics or events out to SCM’s platform

Data retention and access

Metrics are retained for a 1-year duration on Elastic Cloud’s platform (AWS). Only authorized users can access the 
stored data.

At Scality, the data is accessed only by authorized Scality employees with the limited purposes of evaluating Scality 
solutions performances and health. The list of authorized Scality employees is communicated to the customer  
upon request.

https://twitter.com/scality
https://www.linkedin.com/company/scality/
https://www.scality.com
https://solved.scality.com/solved/
https://twitter.com/scality
https://twitter.com/scality
https://www.linkedin.com/company/scality/
https://www.facebook.com/scality
https://www.instagram.com/scalitylife/
https://www.elastic.co/cloud/security
https://www.elastic.co/security-and-compliance
https://aws.amazon.com/security/
https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/

